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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Interrogation of the Prisoners involved has established that
GLOBETROTTER does not comprise any far-flung and coherent subversive
movement.-- Investigation has shorn that DE CHELA.RD and BOWEN had
some nebulous ideas in such a directiem, that GALLA was merely .a
political crank, and that LUSO= was out to create a position for
himself and therofore half-heartedly joined forces with LE CHELARD.
FLEGEL might have became a willing party to HOMMEN's and BE 01-1=ARD's
schemes when he fortuitously came into contact with these individuals.
In fact it was he who, during his travels in the British and US Zones,
spread among former SS and Hj leaders living underground such vacue
infm about DE CEELA.RD and his intentions as he had heard from DE CAILARD
himself, SPRINGER, STENDER and MORITZEN. FDEGEL's utterances, reaching
more and more ears, became so distorted, that eventually a number of
individuals came to believe in the existence of a well-organised movement
centred around DE CHELkRD at ITZEHOE.

2. LAFINS, NICKEL and their friends at VENNE fall under quite a
different category. DE CbTILORD visited them twice and tried to interest
them in his schemes. 	 On both occasions t. y made it quite clear to him
that they did net wish to have anything to do with him or "his group".

- •	 '1	 y
end in view they assumed false names shortly before ne
order tn escape automatic arrest as former Hj leaders.

3. o

	

	 The movemen .:s and contacts of most of these people, in particular
of FLEGEL, have LI:lown that former leading NS personalities living in
hiding of necessity keep in touch. 	 In order to avoid arrest by
authaoities, they assist each other by exchanging names and addresses
of sources where false papers, clothing, food and shelter can be
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II. PREAMPLRS AND PERSONAL DETAILS •

4.. Elmar DUKTE(

a) Preamble 
Prisoner, who is 39 years of age, is a refugee from Eastern

GERMANY. He is intelligent and well-educated. His career' as Reg
Rat was interrupted by the war. After the capitulation, he waS
without means and without employment. Seeing no possibility df
taking up his original profession again, he decided to find employment
in a new org or party.

He had formerly no strong connections with the NSDAP. He is a
nationalist of the old school, and has an abhorrence of CommUnism.
He believes that's. oonflict between the -,:estern . Powers and MI:ZIA is
inevitable. From such a conflict he visualizes not only the restoration
of the lost eastern territories to GERMANY, but also the re-emergence of
a German Government under Which he and other individuals of his standing •
would once more resume their accustomed places in society.;

Prisoner was fairly co-operative under interrogation and it is
considered that the infm he has given is reliable.

b) Personal Details

Date & Place of Birth:
Nationality:.
Last Address: •
Former Occuration:
Rank:
Religion:
Wife:

Children.:
Identity Documents:

c) Political

1 Dec 30
27 Feb 51

1933

'.26 Aug 09, BRESLAU,
German.
OBENTEICh nr GOCKSTALT.
Reg Rat.
Oblt.
Protestant.
KS:the, nde PRZYWROWSKI, ORRNMICH

nr GLOCKSTALT.
One daughter, Jutta born 13 Nov 42.
Identity Card AV 1.08390 UWA-

Joined NSDAP.
Expelled from NSDkP owing to Jack
of interest.
Joined SA.

Decorations 

Dec 42-
	

EK II.

5. Arwed FLEdEL NIETSCH grMIGSCH 

a) Preamble 
Prisoner is 33 yrs of age.	 He is intelligent and resourceful,

and possesses a great deal of common 7sense. In 1935 he chose the
Waffen-SS as a career and eventually attained the ronk of SS Ostuf.
.ict the time of the capitulation he held an important adm position in

xfter the capitulation Frisoner was interned with ot;11 L.)6

leaders at NEUE,..GASIE.	 It needed little prompting from a fellow-
internee (SS Stubaf SPRINGER - See DIC FR 111) to persuade him to
join in an escape from that camp.

Endeavours to retain his freedom brought Prisoner into contact
with a number of former SS and HJ leaders living underground.
interrogation, Prisoner at first tried to be evasive and to shield
those who had helped him to avoid an early re-arrest. . Later he
became co-operative, and the infm he has given is considered to be
reliable..



Personal Details 

Date & Place of
Nationality: •
Last Address:
Occupation:
Rank:
Religion:
Wife:

Children:.

Political
3: Nov 33
1 .i.ug 35

Birth:	 8 Oct 14, BERLIY-KOPENIOK.
German.
STEITMERG nr NIENBURG J Kirchstr 15.
Clerk.
SS Ostuf,
Protestant,
Elvira, nde GRkTIKE, BURG-.(FEHMARN)
Rathaus.
Hartmultiphorn 5 Mar 416
Helge-Karl, born 29 Sep 42.

Joined Aug1 SS,
Joined. Waffen-SS.

wor-F xel

Well' ,1)6.,..
weao,g1.3:4

d) Promotions 
1936
1937
Oct 39
Midsummer 4.0
Midsummer /a
1 Dec 43
1 Jul 44

e) Decorations
1938	 Austrian Occupation Medal.
Sep 38	 Sudetenland Occupation Medal.
1940	 Long Service Medal.
1941	 Kriegsvordienstkrouz 2nd Class.
1944	 I	 1st Class.

Sturmmann.
RottenfUhrer.
Uscharf.
Oscharf.
Hptscharf.
Ustuf.
Ostuf.

Adolf Friedrich GLLLA
a) Preamble

. Prisoner is 36 years of age and a dentist by profession.
He suffers from a hereditary mental disease, which does not, however,

1125°12aS greatly affect his intelligence or his reasoning faculties (NB: His
(", father spent a period in an .asylum imagining he was the Emperor of
loosji China).

Prisoner was called to the colours in May 43 and was medically
graded "L . 15 1" (nervous and mental instability, cured or active,
addicted to drugs). In view of his neurotic condition, he was
certified as unfit to bear arms and was posted in a civilian cpapity
(Zivildienstverpfliohtet) to a non-combatant dental unit. .

Prisoneris one of those eccentrics who firmly believe, and
endeavour to convince others, that they have discovered the formaa
for the world's salvation from all its political troubles. 	 It is
irrelevant from an int viewpoint to dwell upon his political ideas,

In view of Frisoner's. mental sund.'izio•i.i,
supplied must be treated with the reatest reserve.

b)	 Personal Details
Date & Place of Birth:
Nationality:
Last Address:
Occupation:
Religion

4 kLug . 10, ATTER nr OSIcuLBR8CX,
German.

ITZEHOE, Xaiserstr 27.
Dentist.
Evangelical.
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Wife:

Children:

Mistress:

o) Political

a9.35
19)7
Feb 4.6
Jun 46
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Emma, nee WILKE, born 1910.
LENGERICH/WESTFffiaL, ..Lntrup 196.
Ingrid, born 25 May 1937.	 •

Hans Dieter, born 16 Sep 1940.
Erika Mi.THLZOFran Witwe ErLka.GALLA.,
ITZEHOE, Klosterhof.

Joined DO,
▪ NSV.

• FDP.

.:Abertus Eermrdue EOHEEN

a) -Preamble
Prisoner is 48 .;tears oP ago. He 	 a Dutch subject an played

an important pert in the MAtchMUSSERT moveme. Fearing the vengeance
of his compatriots, he fled to (i ■RIVUITY: when the liberation of HOLL,ND
becamt: imminent, and finally settLed in TTZEHOE in .pr 45.

Prisoner has shown himself to be a scoundrel both in his :political
and in his business activities. He gave finarcial support to former NS
personalities who were attempting to evade arrost. His block-market
activities earned. hi a term of imprisonment.

Prisoner was evasive under interro gation, but the infm he gave
prior - to his removal to hospital is nevertheless considered to be
substntially correct.

. -b)	 Personal Details 

26 Sep 1899, OLTF,NZa1, (HOLL,aD).late & Place of Birth:
Nationality:	 Dutch.
Las?; iiddress:	 ITZEHOE, Sandberg 10Ia.

,Occupation:	 Merchant
Religion:	 Roman Catholic.
Wife: ,	 Elisabeth Maria, nee DE MISR,

ITZEHOE, Sandberg 101a,
Children:	 DE JONG: /ulna Thekla, born 1922.

Johannes-Rudolphus Caspar,
born 1924.
Hermanus Jacobus, bor.. 1926.

H(VEN: Adberta Christina, born 1932.

;olg 35

1936

1957 40

-

8. Erich LiLPINS LEIPHOLZ 

a)	 Preamble •
Prisoner is 35 years of age and of average intelligence.	 From

early youth he has played an active part in the MEMEL youth movements,
which after HITLM's advent to power 1),,came quite open2,y National
Socialist in oharacter.	 Imediately following the incorporation of
3ADEL into the Reich in 1939, Prisoner was, in recognition). of has
past services, officially appointed leader of the NJ Bann I.1aTE4., with
the rank of NJ Stammf.

Joined Dutch NS Movement (NSB).
(For three months) Deputy Gruppenleiter
NSB, ,,MWERDAM.
Sooiaal lidviseur of NSB and NWV



b) Personal details 
Bate & Place of Birth:
Nationality:
Last Address:

.000upation:
Rank:

Religion:
Wife:

Political

1950 - 31
1932
7.933
=939

18  Nov 12, MEMEL.
German.
VORWOM 42, (VME),
VaTTLZE,,
Clerk,
HJ Obannf
Lt d W.
Protestant,,,
Martina, nee KITT,US.
VORWZDE 42, (VENNE), Kreis
WITTLLE.

Joined Spielvereinigung MEMEL.
"	 Memellandischer Jugendring.

Meme11Sndische Wanderv8gel.
Hitler Jugend.

Children:

-5-
True to Nazi tradition, .Prisoner has been trained in blind

obedience to his superiors and in the belief that they can do no wrong.
Only the catastrophic events which led to the final collapse of the
Thin?. Reich served to destroy Prisoner's faith in the regime which he
had 6o ardently supported, and which he had been taught to regard as
infallible.	 Suddenly freed from a rigid discipline and forced to act
ana think for himself, Prisoner's foremost goal was to avoid arrest
by the occupying authorities and to live unobtrusively with his wife.
For these reasons .Orisoner assumed an alias and avoided any kind of
political activity which mi plit'have led to his discovery.

Under interrogation, Prisoner attempted at first to shield those
of his comrades who, like himself, were living under assumed names.
He later became co-operative, and the infm he has supplied is considered
reliable.
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10, Eric'.  NICKEL @ Hans SPECHT 
a) ?reamble 

_Prisoner is in many ways an exact replica of his friend LAPINS,. both
in	 (he is 35) and in his career as a HJ leader. it the time of the
oothose he was in the company of a group of HJ leaders from EAST PRUSSIA,
incluaing LkPINS, who had fled to the British Zone. He was undoubtedly
inflenced to a considerable extent by the decision of this group to

assur.-.: aliases in order to avoid arrest. 	 He also carefully avoided
any 7-litical activity which might have led to his discovery.

:.;nder interrogation Prioner had fewer scruples than Lua'INS in
divu:ing the names of his comrades. He was fully co-operative, and
the 1.:nm he has given may be regarded as reliable.

b) _Personal Details 

-)ate and Place of Birth:
	

17 Sep 12, GEIERSW=E, EAST PEUSSIk,
German.	 •

Thst Address:
	

VORWILLZE 33 (VEP:NE), -Areis WITTLAGE.

ut ci
Protestant.

nde, JESCHKE , VORWALIIE 33
(VENNE), Kreis WITTLitGE.
Rainer Gert, born 7 May 40,
Hartmann Erich, born 8 Mar 2+4..
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c) Political

Oct 32
15 Jan 33
1 Dec 33
20 Apr 35
Jun 43
30 Jan 44

d) Decorations 

10 Jul 40
30 Jan 42
1943

Joined DJV (HJ).
Fahnleinf in DJV.
Jungstammf in FJV.
Jungbannf in DJV.
Bannf HJ,
Obannf HJ,

EIC II.
Dienstauszeichnung der liSDhP in Bronze.
HJ Enrenzeichen.

ogliamw •III. PRISONERS' CONI4ECTI0NS WITH GLOBETROTTER

A. ITZEHOE GROUP

,412,117:5)
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10. HOMMEN
HOLIEN's association with GLOBETROTTER ori pAnated when DE CIELARD

obtained employment in HOMMEN's business in Oct 45. HOMIIEN, who
describes himself as a Pan-European, claims that at that time he was
interesting himself purely academically in 'an-Europeanism.

Jan 46 he made the following arrangements with TT, CI-ELLRD:

To found an org which would aim:at a i llederation of
European States under the leadership of GREAT BRITAIN.

To utilise , as it basis for governmunt, a modified form of National-
Socialism, free from racial discrimination and militarism,

DE CHELARD was to organise the movement in GERvi.d\IY, and
HOMMEN's part in this arrangement was to assist DE CHELJID
with money and also to formulate an ideological programme
for the proposed movement.

With this end in view, HOMMEN wrote a series of politico-
religious essays. entitled "Tie Briefe des MEGHIN" ("LetterS.of the
MEGHIN") which he gave to DE CHELARD, who adapted them and used them
as an ideological basis for his proposed movement, which he called
"Die Leute des MEGHIN" ("People of the MEGHIN").

It is unlikely that HadiEN did not realise early in his
association with DE CHELARD that the latter's interest in Fan
Europeanism was nothing more than a cover for his own machinations.
Nevertheless, he continued to associate with DE CEELARD, and allowed
him to use his office as a meeting place for individuals whom DE
CHLL—LRD had enlisted or intended to enlist for his own purposes..
• There is no evidence that DE CHELARD made any headway with his
proposed org. ii .pparently talked convincingly of his nebulous plans

*-" - 7,t -17717	 STFNI1FP

further afield, until finally a larr;;e numbercf former Nazis, living
underground, believed in the existence of a well-organised movement
centred on DE CIIEL,RD at ITZEnE.

GALL,
•CALLA went to live in ITZ,Frii0E	 the time of the capitulation.

Je r.ccit to know hOMMEil in May 45 and expounded his fantastic political
ideas to him.	 He , hoed great interest in HOMrTia'f's Pan-European ideas,
without, however, takina. part at the time in any political activities
on ilalEIN's behalf,

U.
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/ It was not until Apr 46 that GALL, became 	 in\-)17od
in CLOBETROT7ER. at that time he was introduced by HO .T.;e. to
DE CHMARD, and in turn by EE CH.sLaRD to DUSCHEK. 	 it :est be assumed
that DE CHELARD who had discussed GAILL's political d.(1: l eith hOth:EN,
was impressed by GALL--,'s oratory. 	 DE WIELLRD endeavoue . ed to find out
whether GALLA was a member of any political ors or movraent. As GALLL
did not wish to become too deeply involved in DE CHE:ART.'s nolitical
activities,. he bedame evasive and told DE CHELaD that he was already

'a member of a movement known as the "Lliti-Bewegung", i 	 urther told
DE ChE1LRD that he would have to consult the leader of the mevement
before • he could disclose its aims and programme. DE CiEL:RD took
GALL:i's statements at their face value, and discusned to widely
amongst his own' contacts, with the result that it was generally accepted
that the "Anti-Bewegung" did in fact exist. Under int:arrogation CALLA
has insisted that the whole story waS invented by Idm, end • that no such
movement as the "Anti-Bewegung" did exist.

(NB. Qi.LLA claims that he 'has been a member of a senret
international org since 1938. He states that this org aims at creating
first a United States of EUROPE, and eventually a United States ' IT the
WORLD, under the leadership of calwrBRID.IN, with LONDON as the World
capital. As GALLA has produced no facts whateve:c 1, Le 	 nf this
story, it is believed that it is yet another figmert of lie dister'ed
imagination.)

12. DUSCHEK
DUSCHEK came to HERZHORN nr ITZEHOE in Jul 45. h was without

means or employment, and it was his search for work N.:141.h eventually
brought hirainto contact with HOM1EN and thus wih GLOBEIdOTTER, •

DO CHELARD, who was employed by HON, was at one time a neighbour
of DUSCHEK at HERZHORN. In Feb 46, DE C.HELARD told EU .	that there
might be a possiblity of employment for him in HOMPLEe's eae'_ness, •
DUSCHEK called on HCMMEN at ITZEHOE with a view to cbta''ling work, but
was unsuccessful. On this occasion, H01\11EN discussed im-Europeanism
with DUSCHEX. DUSCHEK in turn spoke of his ideas of oeganising his
fellow-refugees into a coherent body in order that theie grievahees
could more effectively be broueht to the notice of the tanurying authorities.

After this first encounter with HOMMEN, at 'which L Ceffsa lID was•
also present, DUSCHEK accepted DE CiELARD's invitatirn t o spend • the night
at his house.	 On arrival at DE CHELARD's home, DI'S„her -.	 SEPe:NGER,,
STENDER and Dr GRUNE. DUSCHEK told them of his diecu p Hoe with Hat.EN.

About a fortnight after DUSCHEK's first meetine wi_Ye 1:0'.=N, he
.called again to try to Obtain work, but was definitely ',old that there
was no opening for him. • DE CrELStD was also present 	 this occasion-
He had just returned from MiBURG, where he had heard o r R:TTUt's EVB.

• (Europ&ische Volks-Bewegung).• He suggested to DUSChEK That this • •
movement would be an ideal ors to represent the refueeee,

• DUSCHEK, who had previously endeavoured to interest the laree
political parties in the problems of refugees, realieed 4e.mediat:ly
that a small and new movement such as the EVB might -ak: mor ,: 1neerest.
He suggested to DE CHELARD that they should visit PI:rEa and proec,e
to him that, in return for their canvassing refugee reenre for enc.
EVB, he should make the problems of the refu gees on of he pcints of
his political programme. DUSCHEK visited RITTER cever;1

sometimes accompanied by DE CHITZ,UtD, and discussed vat 1.1 tee
formation of a committee of refugees within the ET3, tte e*ibliehment

secretaryshie of' this preeeeed branch.	 1:eee.ee_	 e
canvas: for the EVB in the iiIMIORI,1 and LC SD? a.ea, eh
aeraJd toconcentrate on ITZEIDE and astrict.
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:ontrary o DUSUEK's hopes, RITTER did not make him secretary
of	 proposed ITZEHOE branch of the EVE. In addition, IE.OrZLAD
was •low in boosting DUSCHEK's canvassing campaign in the ITZEHOE

These factors determi.ned DUSCHEK to withdraw from the EVE,
and	 informed DE C:',..EL,RD'of his decision.	 DE CI-ELARD persuaded him,
hoY^ver, to	 on, .Lndinformed him that in the meantime he had made
the	 of GXLLA ) who had told him of his "extensive and
imp ant connections. LE CHELARD thought that ce„IL', might . prove
useful to DUSChEK and put them in touch with each other. lifter
had.delivered one of his fantastic political lectures, DUSCHEK came
to the concluson that he was not to be taken seriously. EUSCHEK
claims that he then told DE CrILARD that he would remain in the EVB
only if DE CI-a,TID Could-find a definite number of redruits for the
EVE •rithih a specified time.. .Whon DE CLEL,RD failed to comply with
this demand, DUSCHEK detided to withdraw from the EVE and from the
po1P- inai field altogether.

.2rom the acdOunt given by DUM-OC, :.nd to some extent by liOINIEN
it appear that DE C;-.ELARD desired to n'Aetrate the EVE with his own
contacts.amonq • formerHj anci

• VEME .GROUP 

13, Intuctioft

together in FLEN;;BURG:
.Duning the ;:eriod 3 - 8 May 45, tho following HJ leaders were

Hptbaf Oscar Doaq
Obaf
	

SCHRODER
"	 Erich L.L.PINS
It Erich NICK=
It
	

Joachim DORA,U

Tn the corfusion prevailing during the last hours before the u
. capi . ilat ion, zhey easily. managed to obtain blank Volkss urm SoldbuCher.
They also provided themselves with civilian clothes from the Kreisleitung
in EL .NSEURC.	 They completed the SoldbtlIcher with the names:

Arnold BUCHHOLZ
Erioh LETEHOLZ -

Oscar EITTBERN -
- (scHRonER)

(roa.T),

L,PINs)
Hans SPECHT	 -

roRlu).Joachim DEGNER -

4ith the aid of these false Soldbilcher, they obtained their
cli .:rge from the Volkssturm in the normal way. 	 Once discharged,
they applied to the EUrgermeisteramt at FLENSBURG for refugee
oert " 4..eates ( :41chtlingsausweise), on the strength of which they
latr- obtained. ..clentity ogrds from the competent authorities.

Trom FLE:'BURG the 'party went . to GLOCKSBURG, where DOBAT
quar:ellod with the others and left them. The remainder of the party -
Went ';,o BOVERSTELT, where they found wo0 on the land. • Whilst in

BOVERTEDT, LPIiJS travelled to ECERNFORDE, where by chance he met
Oban CZICH and him wife. When CZICH heard that employment 'oould be
obtained at BOTRSTEDT, he decided to join the rest of the party there.

About beg Jul 45 the party decided to leave SCIRRSWIG-HOLSTEIN
=Id t go to Western GE111,LNY.	 L:dpINS and HICKEL went as an advance

part . , and by chance found favourable living conditions at VENNE nr
03A_ACK, where they settled. 	 1....,PDS or NICKEL wrote to SCHADER

/9.
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and DORAU and told them to come to Vi :.I113.	 On their way to
VOTE, SCHODER and DOEAU passed throuh ITZEhOE, whore they
visited various relations and acouaintances. 	 Durin:. ,• their
stay in ITZE1-0E, they, met D3 ...;.-iELARD, whom they had known in
EALDT PRUSSD,..	 SCHRODER and DOILU talked to DE CH.-2.LARD about
old times and before leaving gave him their address at VENIIE.

15.

14. L..PINS LEIRiOLZ; NICKEL @ SPECHT 

Li...PINS and NICKEL wore only remotely connected with GLOBETROTTER
and DE °HUARD. . Beg Jan 4-6, DE CHELARD ca;led on SCHRO.DER at VENNE
and told him that he wished to talk to SCHRODER and his friends.
CZICH, LAPINS and NICKEL met at SCHRODER' s and were introduced to DE,
 BE CH-ELM told them that he was employed by HOMIEN,

former Dutch National Socialist. DE CI-I:LARD stated that he and
HOK. ,EN were in touch with a number of individuals in ITZEHOE who
hoped for a revival of some form of National Socialism. DE CHELARD
tried to persuade all those present to join what he vaguely termed
"his group".	 LAPIN'S and NICKEL state that they all refused point:-
blank to have anything to do with his -;roup. None Of them invited
BECHELARD to stay overnight, and he therefore left V.NITE the same
evening.

End Mar - beg .Apr 46, DE CHELARD paid a second and last visit
to VEUNE.	 He called on Li,PINS, having learnt that SCHR3IfER had
been arrested, and insisted that NICIMT. and CZICH should be sent for,
as he had important news for them. Upon their arrival, DE CIET..,.RD
gave an address on the "Russian Menace", and said that he considered
war between RUSSL .. and the Western	 to be inevitable. He
mentioned that a number of European intellectuals had formed an org
which aimed at .a United States of the WORLD ("..".dati-Bewegung").	 He
considered this to be the only effective step to combat the spread of
Communism. LAPINS and NICKEL state that, on this occasion also, all
those present refused to have anything to do with BE CHELARD's
fantastic schemes. 	 Li,..PINS was the only member of the ITE1,5•1E Group •
who subsequently saw DE Ci•JELARD (.1.9..ain.	 In -,:pr 4.6, L NS travelled	 t•
ITZEHOE in order to visit a former comrade Klaus REUTEA who was in
hespital there. After visiting REUTER, LINS (palled an DE CHELARD
at MdNSTERDORP to ask him to visit 'REUTER occasionally in the 'hospital.
DE ChT,,T.c .,RI) immediately wanted to introduce LAPINS to Hat .E.II' and LUSCEEK,
and also invited him to stay overnialt. 	 LiPINS refused all these
offers and returned to VENNE.

About Easter 46, REUTER came to VENNE on leave from hospital.
Ho told TA.PINS that DE Cl-MARD had seen him and persuaded him to join
the EVE, having told him that Li,PINS was a member. LAPINS advised
REUTER to break off his..conneotions with DE Ciai:ARD and the EVI3.

Early May 46, SCI-MODEF' t was released and returned tc ',JENNE.
1,APINS informed him of DE CI. L4tRD's second Visit during his absence.
SCi •_RODER insisted that DE CHELARD should be told not to visit them
a..- . .i.n, nor to use their names in connection with his schemes.
w..nt to 1TZEHOE, where he v4ited REUTER. He then went on to
MUNSTERDORPi. and passed SCHRODER's instructions on to Di.: Ci-CELARD.

FLEGEL cannot be classified under any definite grou.,.. within
the GLOBETROTTER complex. After ho had parted company with SPRINGER
in Jun 46, he also came into contact with number of PICTURE i'OST
suspects,	 His movements from Jun 24.6 until thc: time of his arrCst
are therefore contained in Appendix A to this Report.	 (NB: ioor
details ef his movements and contacts prior to Jun 46, s,e DIC
FR 111 on SPRINGER)

Until beg Jun 46, FLEGEL.'s knowlecl... ,:c of DE ChEL.,P,D nci his
political plans and intentions was based mainly on in_nr. lie ad
61-,.a.ined. from SPRINGER,	 LE CHELin.RD's ideas ilppealed to
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Li Jun 46 he car u into personal contact with EE CilLIRD for bho
ttr.le and heard from him that he proposed to collaborate with G,J,L, and
h• "laiti-Bewegung". DE CFE,LitRD also stated that an attack by 117.23L.
could confidently be expected be 1947, and that the ICED was orgwy....sing
sbotage groups ';(:) assist the Russian advance through GERMANY. .:'7_,1:3EL
ton became even keener in playing his part in the coming events.. He
wunt out of his way to establish fresh contact with former SS comdes,
for the express purpose of informing them of the imminence of a•o::Tfliot
wit. h RUSSIi.. He further advised them that if they were prepars .0
fight for GERMLNY, they should join forces with DE CBM.RD.

•	 IV. iNSWEIRS TO SPECIAL BRIFFs 

Int/DivAll(a)6k76 dated 6 Jan 47 

16,	 FLEGEL denis having received WEBER's address i from LE.
states that he obtained it from EWERT. Hildc SCHILFER advised FLGEL
on 30 Jun 46 to contact EWERT at ELLE:NM as a likely source for An SS
typewriter. Shu did not knew EWERT's apress,. however, but to. -LEGEL
tl .!..t he oould dt. :ain it from the "Kunstmuhle" shop in I,L.LENTE, A1-11:;11 was.
owned by Atti	 brother.	 On 1 4.ug 46, FLEGEL saw EVERT 7.,.nc ;rave
11:m his visiting card as an introduction to WEBER.

Int Div /A1(a) 6476 dated 6 Jan 47

FIEGEt knows 11,,BRI. He met him at EWERT's workship in v_LENTE
on 1 Jolg 46 (for details see 1.ppendix to this report).

Int D1..'/A1/0.5 dated 30 Jan 47 

16: a	 FLEGEL stats that he did not mention :;rete POLZFUSS to ZELLii:'' as
a .i..ource for fal:Je papers. 	 FDEGEL told ZET:LER that he had. hearj :rem
2CICKR that SIEGEL might be a possible source for E2 forms, ar.c.
SIEGEL'a address could be obtained from Grete POT2YUSS.

FLEGEL 'states that he does not know anyenu named KELLER er..7.:ed
in the firm of RINK in MUNICH.

HCZInt Div/03/6476 dated 6 Feb 47 

19.	 SIEGEL of PICTURE POST is not identical with SIEGEL of GILL',_::‹DTMER.
According to FLEGEL, the former has only one arm, whereas -ccoru:L: . ; to
DiSCHEK the latt.x has only one leg. 	 The latter is a driver t.J...J..yed
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